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The stabilizer ZX-calculus is a rigorous graphical language for reasoning about quantum mechanics.
The language is sound and complete: a stabilizer ZX-diagram can be transformed into another one
if and only if these two diagrams represent the same quantum evolution or quantum state. We show
that the stabilizer ZX-calculus can be simplified, removing unnecessary equations while keeping
only the essential axioms which potentially capture fundamental structures of quantum mechanics.
We thus give a significantly smaller set of axioms and prove that meta-rules like ‘colour symmetry’
and ‘upside-down symmetry’, which were considered as axioms in previous versions of the language,
can in fact be derived. In particular, we show that the additional symbol and one of the rules which
had been recently introduced to keep track of scalars (diagrams with no inputs or outputs) are not
necessary.
1 Introduction
The ZX-calculus is a high-level and intuitive graphical language for pure qubit quantum mechanics
(QM), based on category theory [3]. It comes with a set of rewrite rules that potentially allow this
graphical calculus to replace matrix-based formalisms entirely for certain classes of problems. However,
this replacement is only possible without losing deductive power if the ZX-calculus is complete for this
class of problems, i.e. if any equality that is derivable using matrices can also be derived graphically.
The overall ZX-calculus for pure state qubit quantum mechanics is incomplete, and it is not obvious
how to complete it [12]. Yet, a fragment of the language, the stabilizer ZX-calculus is complete. This
fragment is made of the ZX-diagrams involving angles which are multiples of pi/2 only. The fragment
of quantum theory that can be represented by stabilizer ZX-diagrams is the so-called stabilizer quantum
mechanics [6]. Stabilizer QM is a non trivial fragment of quantum mechanics which is in fact efficiently
classically simulatable [7] but which nevertheless exhibits many important quantum properties, like en-
tanglement and non-locality. It is furthermore of central importance in areas such as quantum error
correcting codes [9] and measurement-based quantum computation [11].
The stabilizer ZX-calculus is the largest known complete fragment of the ZX-calculus. Furthermore,
it is the core of the overall language since all the fundamental structures – e.g. the axiomatisation of
complementary bases [3] – are present in this fragment.
Here, we simplify the stabilizer ZX-calculus, removing unnecessary equations while keeping only the
essential axioms, which potentially capture fundamental structures of quantum mechanics. Simplifying
the ZX-calculus also simplifies the development, and potentially the efficiency, of automated tools for
quantum reasoning, e.g. Quantomatic [8]. We give a set of axioms that is significantly smaller than the
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usual one and prove that meta-rules like ‘colour symmetry’ and ‘upside-down symmetry’, which were
considered as axioms in previous versions of the language can in fact be derived.
This is done by first considering the scalars (Section 3), i.e. the diagrams with no inputs or outputs.
The completeness of the stabilizer ZX-calculus was originally established in a setting where scalars
are ignored [1]. In this setting, when two diagrams are equal according to the rules of the language,
their matrices are equal up to a non-zero scalar factor. To make the stabilizer ZX-calculus with scalars
complete, a new symbol and three rules were added to the original ZX-calculus [2]. We simplify the
completeness proof for the stabilizer ZX-calculus by showing that there is no need to introduce a new
symbol to make the language complete for scalars. Moreover, we show that one of the three new axioms
is not necessary and can be derived from the rest of the language. We end up with only two rules
explicitly about scalars, which we prove to be necessary.
Beyond the treatment of scalars, we also consider a simplified set of rules for the full stabilizer ZX-
calculus (Section 4). Usually, in addition to about a dozen explicit rewrite rules, there is a convention that
any rule also holds with the colours red and green swapped or with the diagrams flipped upside-down,
effectively nearly quadrupling the available set of rewrite rules1. Here, we give a new system of just nine
rules for the stabilizer ZX-calculus with scalars. We prove that these rules are sound and that all the old
rules, including their colour-swapped and upside-down versions, can be derived from the new system of
rules.
2 Stabilizer ZX-calculus
2.1 Diagrams and standard interpretation
A diagram D : k→ l of the stabilizer ZX-calculus with k inputs and l outputs is generated by:
R(n,m)Z (α) : n→ m
m
n
...
...
α R(n,m)X (α) : n→ m
m
n
α
...
...
H : 1→ 1
s : 0→ 0 e : 0→ 0 σ : 2→ 2
I : 1→ 1  : 2→ 0 η : 0→ 2
where m,n ∈ N and α ∈ {0, pi2 ,pi, −pi2 }
• Spacial composition: for any D1 : a→ b and D2 : c→ d, D1⊗D2 : a + c→ b + d is constructed by
placing D1 and D2 side-by-side, D2 to the right of D1.
• Sequential composition: for any D1 : a→ b and D2 : b→ c, D2 ◦D1 : a→ c is constructed by
placing D1 above D2, connecting the outputs of D1 to the inputs of D2.
When equal to 0, the phase angles of the green and red dots may be omitted:
...
...
:=
...
...
0
...
...
:=
...
...
0
1Some rules are symmetric under the operations of swapping the colours and/or flipping them upside-down, hence the
effective rule set is not quite four times the size of the explicitly-given one.
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The standard interpretation of the ZX-diagrams associates with any diagram D : n→ m a linear mapJDK : C2n → C2m inductively defined as follows:
JD1⊗D2K := JD1K⊗ JD2K r z := 1√
2
(
1 1
1 -1
) r z
:= 1
JD2 ◦D1K := JD2K◦ JD1K J K := 12 J K := (1001)
r z
:=

1000
0010
0100
0001

t |
:=
(
10
01
) J K :=

1
0
0
1

For green dots, JR(0,0)Z (α)K := 1+eiα, and when a+b > 0, JR(a,b)Z (α)K is a matrix with 2a columns and 2b
rows such that all entries are 0 except the top left one which is 1 and the bottom right one which is eiα,
e.g.: J α K = 1 + eiα q α y = ( 1eiα) r α z = (1 00 eiα) r α z = (1 0 0 00 0 0 eiα)
For any a,b ≥ 0, JRa,bX (α)K := JHK⊗b × JRa,bZ (α)K× JHK⊗a, where M⊗0 = 1 and for any k > 0, M⊗k = M ⊗
M⊗k−1. E.g.,
J α K = 1 + eiα q α y = √2ei α2 ( cos(α/2)-isin(α/2)) r α z = ei α2 ( cos(α/2) -isin(α/2)-isin(α/2) cos(α/2))
The linear maps that can be represented by stabilizer ZX-diagrams correspond to the so-called sta-
bilizer fragment of quantum mechanics [6]. Note that ZX-diagrams with arbitrary angles (no longer
necessarily multiples of pi2 ) are universal: for any m,n ≥ 0 and any linear map M : C2
n → C2m , there
exists a diagram D : n→ m such that JDK = M [3]. When restricted to angles that are multiples of pi/4,
ZX-diagrams are approximately universal, i.e. any linear map can approximated to arbitrary accuracy
by such a ZX-diagram. In this paper, we focus on the core of the ZX-calculus formed by the stabilizer
ZX-diagrams.
2.2 The rewrite rules
The ZX-calculus is not just a notation: it comes with a set of rewrite rules that allow equalities to be
derived entirely graphically. The reason we are considering the stabilizer ZX-calculus here is that, for
this theory, a complete set of rewrite rules is known: this means that any equality that can be derived
using matrices can also be derived graphically using that set of rewrite rules [1, 2]. On the other hand,
the currently-used set of rewrite rules is known to be incomplete for the universal ZX-calculus, but it is
unclear how to complete it [12, 10].
The set of rewrite rules for the stabilizer ZX-calculus with scalars – as used in [2] – is given in Figure
1. Notice that these rules are symmetric, i.e. if D1 = D2 then D2 = D1. All of those rules also hold
upside-down and/or with the colours red and green swapped. Whenever a rule contains an ellipsis to
indicate that it applies to spiders with different numbers of inputs or outputs, those numbers can take any
non-negative integer value, including zero. We simply denote by D1 = D2 the existence of a (possibly
empty) sequence of rules which transforms D1 into D2.
Rules (SR), (ZO), and (ZS) were newly introduced in [2] to deal with scalars. The Euler decom-
position rule (EU) was introduced in [4]. All other rules were part of the original definition of the
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= α+β
β...
......
...
α
...
...
(S1)
...
α
... ...
α
...
= (S1′)
= (S3) = (SR)
= (B1) = (B2)
=
pi pi
pi
· · · · · ·
(K1) =
pi
α
-α
piα
pi
(K2)
pi/2
pi/2=
pi/2-pi/2
-pi/2
(EU)
... ...
...
α
...
= α (H)
pi = pi (ZO) pi α = pi (ZS)
Figure 1: Rules for the stabilizer ZX-calculus with scalars. All of these rules also hold when flipped
upside-down, or with the colours red and green swapped. The right-hand side of (SR) is an empty
diagram. Ellipses denote zero or more wires. The sum in (S1) is modulo 2pi.
ZX-calculus, although some of them have been modified because equality in the original ZX-calculus
was only up to a global phase, i.e. two diagrams were considered equal if they represented matrices that
differed by a scalar factor of eiφ for some φ ∈ (−pi,pi].
The rules given in Figure 1 apply to any sub-diagram. In other words, if D1 = D2 then, for any D
(with the appropriate number of inputs/outputs), D⊗D1 = D⊗D2 ; D1⊗D = D2⊗D ; D◦D1 = D◦D2 ;
and D1 ◦D = D2 ◦D.
In addition to those explicit rules there is also a meta-rule: ‘only the topology matters’ [3], which
means that two diagrams represent the same matrix whenever one can be transformed into the other by
moving components around without changing their connections. E.g.
= = α =
α
α =
α
The rules of the stabilizer ZX-calculus given in Figure 1 are sound: for any diagrams D1 and D2,
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if D1 = D2 according to the rules of the stabilizer ZX-calculus, then JD1K = JD2K. Furthermore, as
mentioned above, this set of rewrite rules is also complete for the stabilizer ZX-calculus, meaning that
for any two stabilizer ZX-calculus diagrams D1 and D2, if JD1K = JD2K then D1 = D2.
3 Minimal axioms for scalars in the stabilizer ZX-calculus
To make the stabilizer ZX-calculus complete for scalars, a new symbol together with three axioms
(SR), (ZS), and (ZO) were added in [2]. We show in this section that the new symbol and one of those
axioms are not actually necessary for completeness. We end up with a simplified set of rules (Figure 1
minus (ZS) and with a star-free replacement (IV) for (SR)) in which only two axioms – (IV) and (ZO)
– are dedicated to scalars. We show the minimality of those two axioms in the sense that they cannot be
derived from the other rules of the language.
3.1 Removing the star
The symbol was introduced in [2] as an inverse of . In fact, there also exists a -free diagram which
is equal to :
Lemma 3.1. In the ZX-calculus, i.e. using the rules of Figure 1:
= .
Proof.
(SR)
=
(SR)
== = ,
where the second equality is obtained using the so-called Hopf law
= (Hopf)
proved for instance in [3]. The third equality is based on the fact that = which can be proved as
follows:
(B1)
=
(S1)
=
(S1’)
= (1)

By Lemma 3.1, it is not necessary to introduce the symbol , since already exists in the ZX-
calculus. However, when removing the , the one axiom = using this symbol needs to
be treated carefully. Indeed, note that this axiom is necessary for the completeness in the sense that the
equation
= (IV’)
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which is true by combining axiom (SR) and Lemma 3.1, cannot be proved without axiom (SR) as there
is no other axiom that can be used to transform an empty diagram to a non-empty diagram.
To remove the , one could straightforwardly replace all its occurrences – including in the rewrite
rules – by , and consider (IV’) as an axiom. We show that the following simpler axiom can be used
instead:
= (IV)
Lemma 3.2. Given the -free rules of Figure 1, (IV) and (IV′) are equivalent:
= ⇔ = .
Proof. [⇒]. Decompose the green dot using (1), and then apply the inverse rule (IV) twice.
[⇐]. We have:
(Hopf)
=
(IV’)
=
(IV’)
=
(1)
=

Theorem 3.3. The -free rules of Figure 1 together with the inverse rule (IV) are complete for non-zero
stabilizer quantum mechanics.
Proof. By completeness of the rules given in Figure 1, any true equation in stabilizer quantum mechanics
can be derived. One can syntactically replace all occurrences of the by and get a valid proof using
-free rules and the inverse rule (IV), where each use of the axiom (SR) is replaced by (IV’). 
3.2 The zero scalar rule is not necessary
Among all the scalars of the stabilizer ZX-calculus, those whose interpretation is zero, like pi , play a
special role. In particular pi is an absorbing element: for any diagram D, pi ⊗D = pi should be derivable.
In [2], two axioms are dedicated to zero scalars: the rules (ZO) and (ZS).
pi = pi (ZO) pi α = pi (ZS)
Intuitively, one can derive pi ⊗D = pi for an arbitrary D as follows: first the (ZO) rule is used to ‘cut’ all
wires of D, then the remaining pieces are absorbed using the (ZS) rule.
We show that the (ZS) rule pi α = pi is not necessary for completeness and can be derived from
the other rules of the language. To this end, we first show that even without the presence of the absorbing
element pi , some angles can be removed:
Lemma 3.4. For any α,
α
= is derivable without using the (ZS) rule.
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Proof. First, note that the equation for α = pi can be derived directly from the (K1) rule instantiated with
no output:
(K1)
=
pi
(S1)
=
pi
Then for arbitrary α, we have:
α
(S1)
= -α
pi
pi
α
pi pi
α
α
pi
(IV)
=
(B1)
=
(IV,K1)
= =
-α
pi
pi
α
(K2)
=
pi
-α α
(K1)
=
pi
pi
pi pi
pi
α-α
(S1)
=

Theorem 3.5. For any α, pi α = pi is derivable without using the (ZS) rule.
Proof. First, we show that pi = pi :
pi(ZO)=
(IV)
=pi
(IV)
= pi pi .
Now, for any α,
pi (S1)=
(ZO)
=pi
(1)
=
(Lemma 3.4)
=pi
α
α
α
pipi pi= .

Remark 3.6. The proof that pi α = pi can be derived from the other rules of the language is not
specific to the stabilizer case. In the full ZX-calculus, i.e. for arbitrary angles α ∈ [0,2pi), pi α = pi
can be derived from the other rules of the language, too.
Corollary 3.7. The rules of Figure 1 without (ZS) and with (SR) replaced by (IV) are complete for
stabilizer quantum mechanics.
3.3 Minimality of the scalar axioms
From the rules and symbol dedicated to scalars in Figure 1, we have eliminated one symbol and one rule,
with two scalar rules remaining. We now show that this set of rules is optimal for scalars in the sense
that both of those axioms are necessary. Indeed, the inverse rule (IV) cannot be derived using the other
rules since it is the only rule which equates an empty diagram and a non empty diagram. To prove that
the zero rule (ZO) is also necessary, we introduce an alternative interpretation of the diagrams, which is
sound for all the rules of the language except for the zero rule.
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Theorem 3.8. The (ZO) rule
pi = pi
cannot be derived from the other rules of Figure 1 without (ZS) and with (SR) replaced by (IV).
Proof. Consider an alternative interpretation J·K\ of stabilizer ZX-calculus diagrams: for any diagram
D : n→ m, let JDK\ : 2n→ 2m be a diagram defined as follows:
JD1⊗D2K\ := JD1K\⊗JD2K\ JD2 ◦D1K\ := JD2K\◦JD1K\ r z\ := r z\ :=
r z\
:=
r z\
:=
q y\ := J K\ :=
When α = 0 mod pi,
t ...
...
α
|\
:=
· · ·
· · ·
t ...
...
α
|\
:=
· · ·
· · ·
When α = pi2 mod pi,
t ...
...
α
|\
:=
· · ·
· · ·
t ...
...
α
|\
:=
· · ·
· · ·
Basically, JDK\ is an angle-free encoding of D, where each dot is encoded by two dots, one of each
colour. When the angle is ±pi2 the two copies are connected. Note that the encodings of α and α+pi are
the same. The interpretation of the Hadamard node,
r z\
, swaps the two sides of the encoding. It is
a routine check that J·K\ is a sound interpretation for all rules in Figure 1 with (SR) replaced by (IV),
except for (ZO). Here, we just give the most interesting case, that of the Euler decomposition rule (EU):uwwwv -pi2 pi2pi
2
pi
2
-pi
2
}~
\
= =
= = =
t |\
The first equation is simply the definition of J·K\. The second step consists of applying the (B2) rule on
the top right of the diagram. The third step involves (i) transforming the ‘square’ into a single green dot,
and (ii) using the (S1) rule to merge adjacent same-colour dots. Finally, we apply the Hopf law, leading
to the encoding of the RHS of the (EU) rule.
If (ZO) could be derived from the other rules of the language, then soundness of J·K\ would imply
that: uwv pi
}~
\
=
t
pi
|\
. (2)
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On the other hand, by applying J·K\ to the two sides of (ZO), we find that:uwv pi
}~
\
= and
t
pi
|\
=
i.e. the left-hand side of (2) and the right-hand side of (2) do not have the same standard interpretation.
Hence, by soundness of J·K and J·K\, (2) cannot be derived from the other rules.
Therefore, the (ZO) rule is not derivable in the stabilizer ZX-calculus. 
To sum up: we have removed the rules (SR) and (ZS), and replaced them with the inverse rule (IV).
The remaining rules about scalars – (IV) and (ZO) – have been shown not to be derivable from the
other rules of the ZX-calculus. They therefore form a set of minimal axioms for scalars in the stabilizer
ZX-calculus.
4 Simplified Rules
In this section, we give a new system of rules for the stabilizer ZX-calculus, shown in Figure 2. The
new rules are much simpler than those given in Figure 1, while being just as powerful: the new set of
rules can be proved to be equivalent to the old ones without any reference to the convention that any rule
also holds with the colours red and green swapped or with diagrams flipped upside-down, yet has the
advantage of possessing fewer equalities.
= α+β
β...
......
...
α
...
...
(S1) (L)=
(R)
= (S3
′)
= (B1) = (B2′)
pi/2
-pi/2
=
pi/2
(EU′)
... ...
...
α
...
= α (H)
= (IV′) pi = pi (ZO′)
Figure 2: Simplified rules for the stabilizer ZX-calculus, still using the conventions that the right-hand
side of (IV′) is an empty diagram and that ellipses denote zero or more wires.
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4.1 Soundness of the simplified rule set
To show that the rewrite rules given in Figure 2 are a valid rule system for the ZX-calculus, we first need
to show that they are sound. The rewrite rules in Figure 1 are known to be sound [3, 2], thus to prove
soundness of the new system it is sufficient to show that all new rules can be derived from the old ones.
Theorem 4.1. The rewrite rules given in Figure 2 are sound.
Proof. The rules (S1), (S3′), (B1) and (H) of Figure 2 already exist in Figure 1, with (S3′) containing
both the colour-swapped and the original version of (S3). Thus, to prove that the new system is sound, it
suffices to show that the remaining rules – (B2′), (EU′), (IV′) and (ZO′) – can be derived from the rules
in Figure 1.
• Soundness of rule (B2′) follows immediately from (B2) via the fact that = , as shown in the
proof of Lemma 3.1.
• For soundness of rule (EU′), note that:
-pi
2
-pi
2
=
-pi
2
-pi
2
= = = =
-pi
2
pi
2
pi
2
pi
2
-pi
2
-pi
2
pi
2
pi
2
-pi
2
-pi
2
pi
2
pi
2
-pi
2 pi
2
-pi
2
, (3)
where we have used the colour-swapped version of (EU), (IV), (B1) and Lemma 3.4.
Then:
pi
2
pi
2
-pi
2
=
pi
2
pi
2
pi
2
-pi
2
-pi
2
= =
using (3), the colour-swapped version of (S1), (EU), and (IV).
• Soundness of rule (IV′) follows immediately from Lemma 3.2.
• For soundness of rule (ZO′), start from the left-hand side and apply (ZO) followed by Theorem
3.5 to find:
pi = pi= pi pi=
This completes the proof. 
4.2 Completeness of the simplified rule set
If we want to replace the rules in Figure 1 with those in Figure 2, we also need to be able to derive any
rule in the former – including their colour-swapped and upside-down variants – from the latter. As the
system in Figure 1 is known to be complete [1, 2], this is equivalent to proving completeness for the new
rule system.
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Theorem 4.2. The rewrite rules given in Figure 2, together with the topology meta rule, are complete
for the stabilizer ZX-calculus.
Proof. We derive the rules in Figure 1 one-by-one, each together with its colour-swapped and upside-
down versions, in the following order: (H), (S1) & (S3), (B1), (IV), (B2), (S1′), (K1), (EU), (K2), (ZO).
Later proofs rely on earlier ones. These derivations are given as separate lemmas in Appendix A.
As an example, we provide a sketch derivation of (4), which is the rule (K2) with α = pi2 :
pipi - pi2
pi
2
pi
2 pi
= (4)
To prove this, we first need to derive some relationships between the states with phases pi2 and −pi2 in the
two colours. These equations, given below, essentially follow from (EU) (see Lemma A.8):
-pi
2 = -pi2
pi
2 ,
-pi
2 = -pi2
pi
2 ,
-pi
2
pi
2 = pi2 .
Next, we show that pi2
-pi
2 = (cf. Corollary A.10):
pi
2 =
-pi
2
-pi
2
pi
2
=
pi
2
pi
2
-pi
2
=
-pi
2
pi
2
=
Finally, the pi2 case of (K2) can be derived as follows:
pi pi
=
- pi2
pi
2
pi
2 pi
-pi
2
pi
2 pi
pi
pi
2 = =
pi
pi
2
-pi
2pi
-pi
2
-pi
2
-pi
2
pi
2
-pi
2
pi
pi
pi
2
=
Details of this derivation can be found in Lemma A.17. 
Note that the derivation of (K2) only works within the stabilizer fragment of the ZX-calculus, i.e.
for phases that are integer multiples of pi2 ; if more general phase angles are allowed, (K2) may still be
necessary.
5 Conclusion and perspectives
The stabilizer ZX-calculus has a complete set of rewrite rules, which allow any equality that can be de-
rived using matrices to also be derived graphically. We introduce a simplified but still complete version
of the stabilizer ZX-calculus with significantly fewer rewrite rules. In particular, many rules obtained
from others by swapping colours and/or flipping diagrams upside-down are no longer assumed. Our aim
is to minimise the axioms of the language in order to pinpoint the fundamental structures of quantum me-
chanics, and also simplify the development and the efficiency of automated tools for quantum reasoning,
like Quantomatic [8].
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The simplified stabilizer ZX-calculus can also serve as a backbone for further developments, in par-
ticular concerning other fragments, like the real stabilizer ZX-calculus [5] or the full calculus (allowing
arbitrary angles). Several rules we showed to be derivable in the stabilizer ZX-calculus are also derivable
in the full ZX-calculus: e.g. (ZS), which is valid for arbitrary angles, and (K1). The derivation of (K2)
on the other hand is valid for the stabilizer fragment only. Recently, a new rule called supplementarity
was proved to be necessary for the (full) ZX-calculus [10], and in particular for the pi/4-fragment of the
ZX-calculus, which corresponds to the so called Clifford+T quantum mechanics. Even if supplementar-
ity and (K2) rules can be derived in the stabilizer ZX-calculus, a future project is to establish a simple,
possibly minimal, set of axioms for the stabilizer ZX-calculus which contains the rules known to be nec-
essary for arbitrary angles (like supplementarity or (K2)), while avoiding rules which are in some sense
specific to the pi/2 fragment, e.g. (EU).
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A Completeness proof for the simplified rule set
First note that, because of the principle that ‘only the topology matters’, the upside-down versions of any
rewrite rules can be derived by simply applying cups or caps to all outputs or inputs.
Now, to derive the colour-swapped version of (H), it is useful to first show that the Hadamard node
is self-inverse.
Lemma A.1. The Hadamard node is self-inverse:
=
(5)
Proof. As ‘only the topology matters’, we can use (S3′) directly, together with the colour change rule,
(H):
= = =
This yields the desired result. 
Lemma A.2. The colour-swapped version of (H) can be derived:
...
= α
...
......
α (6)
Proof. This follows immediately by applying Hadamard nodes to all inputs and outputs of (H) and using
(5). 
Given the colour-swapped version of (H) and the self-inverse property of the Hadamard node, colour-
swapped versions of any rewrite rules can be derived by applying Hadamards to all inputs and outputs,
using (H) and (6), and (5). We will not state this explicitly for each separate rule.
Note that being able to derive colour-swapped and upside-down versions of any rewrite rule means
we do not need to do any more work to derive (S1), (S3), (B1) and (H) in the form in which they appear
in Figure 1.
Lemma A.3 (Hopf law). The Hopf law holds, i.e.:
= (7)
14 A Simplified Stabilizer ZX-calculus
Proof. By the topology meta rule, we can introduce a twist in one of the wires connecting the red and
green dots on the left-hand side of the above. Then:
= = = = ===
where we used (S3′), (S1), the red spider rule and (B2′). 
Lemma A.4. A dot can be decomposed:
= = (8)
Proof. Starting from the right-hand side, use (IV′), (S1), the Hopf law, the colour-swapped version of
(B1), (S3′), (5), (6) and the red spider rule. Then:
=== = = = = = =
This completes the proof. 
Lemma A.5. The inverse rule (IV) can be derived:
= (9)
Proof. The proof is the same as the [⇐] part proof of Lemma 3.2, using (IV′), the Hopf law and (8). 
Lemma A.6. (B2) can be derived:
= (10)
Proof. This follows immediately from (B2′) via (8) and (9). 
Since (IV) and (B2) have been derived from the rules listed in Figure 2, we will use them in the future
for the derivation of other rules in Figure 1.
Swapping the colours in (B2) has the same effect as flipping it upside-down, so this variant follows
immediately from the topology rule.
Lemma A.7. The rule (S1′) can be derived:
...
α
...
=
...
α
...
(11)
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Proof.
...
α
...
...
α
...
...
α
...
α
...
...
...
...
α= = = =
where we used (7), (S1), (S3′), the red spider rule, and (IV′). 
Now, to derive various rules involving non-trivial phases, we first show some equalities (up to scalars)
between red states with phase ±pi2 and green states with phases ∓pi2 . These results are very similar to (3)
in Section 4.1, but (3) was proved using the rules from Figure 1, whereas we are now using the rule set
in Figure 2.
Lemma A.8. The red state with phase −pi2 is equal to the green state with phase pi2 up to some scalars:
-pi
2 = -pi2
pi
2 (12)
Proof. We first use (6) and (EU′). Then:
-pi
2
=
-pi/2
=
-pi/2
pi/2
pi/2
-pi/2
=
pi/2
-pi/2
=
pi
2-pi
2
by (S1), (IV), and the colour-swapped version of (B1). 
Composing with the Hadamard node on both sides of (12), we get:
-pi
2 = -pi2
pi
2 (13)
Furthermore, multiplying both sides of (12) by the red-green scalar and using (IV), we find:
-pi
2 -pi
2
pi
2= (14)
Lemma A.9. Applying a red co-copy map to two green states with phases −pi2 and pi2 yields the red state
with zero phase:
-pi/2 pi/2
= (15)
Proof. Using (13) and (14), we have:
pi/2-pi/2
=
pi
2-pi
2
pi
2
=
-pi
2
pi
2
=
where the last step is by (S1). 
16 A Simplified Stabilizer ZX-calculus
This is the so-called supplementary property for angles pi2 and −pi2 .
Corollary A.10. Two green nodes with no inputs or outputs and phases −pi2 and pi2 , respectively, are
equal to two copies of the red-green scalar:
pi
2
-pi
2 = (16)
Proof. Using (S1), each green node can be pulled apart into two nodes connected by an edge. Then:
pi
2 =
-pi
2
-pi/2 pi/2
=
pi
2 =
-pi
2 ,
by (B1) and (15). 
Corollary A.11. The scalars in (12) and (13) can be brought to the other side:
-pi
2=
pi
2 pi
2 (17)
-pi
2
pi
2 = pi2 (18)
Proof. To prove (17), start with the right-hand side of that equality, substitute with (12) and then use
(16):
=
-pi
2pi
2
pi
2pi
2
pi
2=-pi2
pi
2 =
Then (18) can derived by applying Hadamard gates on both sides of (17) and using (H) and (6). 
Lemma A.12. The inner product between a green state of any phase and the red zero-phase effect is
equal to the red-green scalar:
-pi
2 ==
pipi2 = (19)
Proof. We prove equality to the red-green scalar for each phase angle in turn. If the phase is −pi2 , substi-
tute for the green state using (13). By (H), a red node with no outputs or inputs is equal to a green node
with the same phase. The desired result then follows via (16) and (IV). For phase pi2 we start with (17)
and then proceed as before:
=-pi2
pi
2
-pi
2
pi
2
-pi
2= = =
(20)
-pi
2==
pi
2
pi
2
-pi
2 ==
pi
2 (21)
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If the phase is pi, we begin by splitting the green node using (S1) and applying (13). We then apply (S1),
followed by (B1). The final steps use (H), (16), (IV), and (20):
=
pi
2
pi
== =
-pi
2
=-pi2
-pi
2
pi
2 -pi
2
pi
2-pi
2
-pi
2
-pi
2
-pi
2 =
pi
2
-pi
2
,
This completes the proof. 
Lemma A.13. A green pi phase shift is equal, up to normalisation, to a loop with a Hadamard in it:
=pi (22)
Proof. Starting from the right-hand side, use (EU′) followed by (S1). Then:
= pi
-pi/2
=
pi/2
pi/2
pi
-pi/2
= =pi -pi/2
where the last steps use (7), (IV) and (19). 
It follows immediately from (22) via the green spider rule and (S3′) that a green pi-phase state can
also be written in phase-free form:
==
pi
(23)
Lemma A.14. The green pi-phase state is copied by the red copy map, up to normalisation:
pi pi pi
= (24)
Proof. Write the state in the phase-free representation derived in (23). The subsequent steps variously use
(B2′), (5), (H) and its colour-swapped version, (S3′), as well as (S1) and its colour-swapped equivalent.
In the step to the last row we use the Hopf law and in the next step, (H) and (5).
18 A Simplified Stabilizer ZX-calculus
=
pi
=
=
=
= =
= = =
= = =
pi pi
Finally, the result follows via (24). 
Lemma A.15. (K1) can be derived:
=
pi pi
pi
· · · · · ·
(25)
Proof. By the red spider law, it suffices to prove the following:
=
pi
pi pi
=pi
Actually, we have:
=pi = = = =
pi pi
=
pi
=
pi pi
= =
pipi
using (22), (IV), (S1), (B1), (H), (B2′), and (24). 
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Lemma A.16. (EU) can be derived:
pi/2
pi/2=
pi/2-pi/2
-pi/2
(26)
Proof. Start from the right-hand side. Then:
-pi
2
pi
2
-pi
2
pi
2
pi
2
=
pi
2
-pi
2
=
-pi
2
pi
2
pi
2
pi
2
-pi
2
pi
2
=
-pi
2
-pi
2
pi
2
pi
2
pi
2
pi
2-pi
2
=
-pi
2
-pi
2
pi
2
where we used the red spider rule, (18), (12), (16) and (IV). 
Lemma A.17. (K2) can be derived:
=
pi
α
-α
piα
pi
(27)
where α ∈ {0, pi2 ,pi,−pi2 }.
Proof. Using (19), it is easy to see that (K2) holds for α = 0. For α = pi2 , we have
pi pi
=
- pi2
pi
2
pi
2 pi
-pi
2
pi
2 pi
pi
pi
2 = =
pi
pi
2
-pi
2pi
-pi
2
-pi
2
-pi
2
pi
2
-pi
2
pi
pi
pi
2
=
where the first step uses the red spider rule and (12), the second step uses the pi-copy rule (25) and the
green spider rule, the third step uses (18) and (13), and the last step the red spider rule, (16), and (IV).
For α = pi, we split the red phase shift and use the above result twice:
pi
pi
2 = =pi
pi
2
pi
=
- pi2pipi
=
pi
2
pi
2 pipi
2
- pi2pi
=
pi
2
pi
- pi2
pi
pi
pi
2
pi
2
pi pi
pi pi
pi
Then, the scalars can be simplified using (24), the red and green spider rules, and (IV).
For α = −pi2 , we proceed similarly, splitting the red phase shift into pi and pi2 and applying both of the
above results in sequence.
=
pi
pi
pi
- pi2
pi
2
=
pi
2 - pi2 =
pi
pi
=
pi
=
pi
pi
2
pi
2
pi
pi
pi
pi
pi
pi
pi
pi
2
pi - pi2
pi pi2
pi
The scalars can then be simplified as before, completing the proof. 
20 A Simplified Stabilizer ZX-calculus
Note that this proves the pi-commutation rule only for phase angles that are integer multiples of pi/2.
It is unknown whether or not (K2) is necessary when more general phase angles are allowed.
Lemma A.18. (ZO) can be derived:
pi = pi (28)
Proof. From the left-hand side of the above, first apply (IV). Then:
= = = pi=pi = =pi pi pi pi pi .
where the second step uses (ZO′), the third step uses the fact that a green node is equal to two copies of
the red-green scalar, followed by (IV), (S2′) and the red spider rule. The fourth step again uses (ZO′).
The fifth equality holds by the copy rule. Finally, (ZO′) is applied again to complete the proof. 
